
Public speaking has never been so simple

 



Fear of 
speaking in 

public

The fear of speaking in public is one of 
the most common anxieties. 
However, good oral expression is an 
essential element of professional life, 
whether in an interview or when 
speaking to a client. Knowing how to 
express yourself is knowing how to 
show off your work.

Training in oral communication by a 
professional coach is a one-time event 
and does not allow for long-term 
training. However, employees are 
faced with situations on a daily basis 
where repetition is necessary. Regular 
training means gaining confidence 
and integrating the right reflexes. 

Communicating effectively 
face-to-face or by video is not just a 
soft skill, it is essential!

Barrier to career success Regular training not easily 
accessible
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Train everyone 
efficiently
With the voice diagnosis tool offered by VocaCoach, 
employees will be able to practice independently before their 
interviews, sales and presentations in order to have more 
impact and gain confidence.
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74%
of working people suffer from glossophobia, the fear of speaking in public. It 
is the most common fear, ahead of death, spiders, vertigo*.

*National Health Institute, april 2016



Personalized diagnosis of 
oral expression

Designed with professional 
coaches

Analysis available 24/7

Artificial intelligence to 
objectify the analysis

AI for oral skills development
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04
Personal account to view previous 
videos and their analysis

05
VocaCoach highlights the strong 
elements that make the 
presentation impactful

06
Support available to answer 
questions as quickly as possible

01
Score for each video to track 

progression

General overview of its 
performance based on objective 

criteria

03
Identify areas for improvement
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VocaCoach has developed its 
technologies with the help of 
communication coaches and 

researchers in speech processing 
and artificial intelligence.

Criteria assessed by 
VocaCoach

Vocal & Verbal

Speed   Ton    Filler words

Repetitions Silences         Articulation        Path
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94% Users who have used VocaCoach 
over time have experienced 
progress. 



Available directly in the browser
No need to download an application or install software, 
VocaCoach can be used on any device with a webcam and 
an Internet connection.

A simple solution to a complex problem

A few minutes after the video is recorded, our artificial 
intelligence delivers a detailed and personalized diagnosis 
of the oral performance.

A quick analysis
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Web application available 
everywhere

Computer

Tablet

Smartphone
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A method approved by coaches
According to communication coaches, there is 
nothing like regular training to progress and gain 
confidence in speaking.

It is also recommended to film yourself to review 
your mistakes and become aware of them.

Such training is complementary to training with a 
professional coach.

The need for regular 
training
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Privacy by design
VocaCoach is designed in such a way that the user has 
full control over all the data stored on the application. With 
a few clicks, they can completely delete their video, audio 
and text data from VocaCoach's servers, in compliance 
with European RGPD legislation.

Personal data protection

VocaCoach is also committed to anonymizing and 
filtering all data used internally for the purpose of 
improving the tool.
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PRO subscription

License Packs

VocaCoach Web application, 
unlimited use

Optional end-of-period report

By subscription

They trust us



Paul Huguet - Co-founder & CEO

+33 (0)6 70 01 13 56
paul.h@vocacoach.fr

Contact us now!

VocaCoach SAS
https://vocacoach.fr/
9 rue Charles Fourier, 91000 Évry-Courcouronnes
contact@vocacoach.fr

892 421 371 R.C.S. Evry
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